Cristina & little David help reach 3-1/2 million people with God's Love in Australia! Full story—P. 13!
LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

The world's newspapers are so full of horror and bad news. But God's newspaper is of such a good report, letting the sun shine in causing the darkness to flee of itself! --Timoteus; U.S.A.

The posters in the NNN have been a real blessing and if we could have more of these to stick on our walls it would be a real inspiration! --Ecanus; U.S.A.

From the front cover to the back page everything is so significant and exciting. We especially love to read the news specials on one field where the Lord has really moved. They increase our faith and inspire us to win our part of the world! --Cush & Creation; U.S.A.

Proof of the pudding is what we need and the NNN supplies it abundantly! --Cephas; Japan

That NNN really inspires my faith that God is doing it all over the world and compels me to stir myself up and launch out on faith in new areas! --Daniel; Japan

What can I say? I felt like giving up, but then I read the latest issue of the NNN. After reading your inspired arrangement of testimonies and pictures, my heart exploded with joy! I was left in amazement and felt like I'd been transported from one space to another. The NNN bridged the gap and God used it to save my life. I love you. Thanks a lot. With tears of love and joy,
Z.S.; Japan
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NEW NATION NEWS
MO on MAO!
Quotations from Moses David on Mao Tse-tung!

THE PUREST POLITICAL COMMUNISM IN THE WORLD TODAY IS MAOISM. The purest political communism today is the Maoistic communism of China! The Chinese are very smart people! Anybody that can lead 800 million people must be quite a leader.

YOU MAY NOT LIKE MAO'S LACK OF RELIGION OR SOME OF HIS PHILOSOPHIES AND METHODS BUT anybody who can unite the whole country and bring peace and prosperity and purity to the country and reconstruction and keep everybody busy and nearly everybody happy, has to be some kind of a genius! --From whom we might learn a few practical ideas on how he did it--how he organised his revolution into a well-integrated and effective nation which now threatens the world!

Back To The Land!

MAO IS DOING ALMOST THE EXACT OPPOSITE IN CHINA OF WHAT THE COMMUNISTS ARE DOING IN RUSSIA. Lenin's first big push, and that of every Russian leader since then, has been toward high-powered industrialisation and heavy industry, huge manufacturing plants, munitions plants, power plants, gigantic projects, trying to beat the capitalists at their own game of industrialisation! But in so doing they have become rather capitalistic themselves in the process! Russia is now amongst the rich, powerful and bourgeois!

IN MAO'S CHINA EVERY-ONE USES HIS OWN LITTLE HOE OR SPADE and each carries his own little basket of dirt or rocks by the thousands upon thousands, thus keeping everybody busy, productive, out of mischief, efficient with what little they can do with what little they've got to do it with, and of whom there are always plenty more spread out all over China in case anybody fails!

AND THIS IS HOW THEY'RE GOING TO SURVIVE, each on his own little plot in his own tiny village, while the super-powers destroy their super-selves and their super-cities with just a few well-placed super-bombs!

Power Of The Pen!

MAO HAS ALSO BEEN A LOT MORE INSISTENT ABOUT THE PEOPLE STUDYING AND MEMORISING HIS WORDS and works and implanting the on their hearts and minds to thoroughly communise them. Because unless you change hearts, you haven't accomplished anything! Mao has been a better soul-winner than either Marx or Lenin!

THIS IS WHY MAO HAD GET OUT HIS LITTLE RED BOOK, "Thoughts of Chairman Mao", and make 'em memorise it, so they wouldn't stray away from the original ideas of their leadership. It wasn't Mao's teachers or leaders who did the job of molding the minds of 800 million Chinese revolutionaries! --It was his own teaching via the printed page!

NOBODY EVER HEARD OF MAO UNTIL HIS WORDS WORKED--then the whole world heard about him! And you've heard or read his words sometime, somewhere, as almost everybody else in the world
has, even though you've never seen him or maybe even met one single genuine Chinese communist personally yourself!—Why?—Because they put it in print, and his little red "Thoughts From Chairman Mao" have circled the globe and fallen into nearly everybody's hands in printed form!

**Almost—But Lost!**

He was trained and grew up in a missionary school, Christian missionaries gave him his education, so he probably got a lot of good ideas from the Bible. A lot of people believe the ethics and ideals of the Bible, and if they practise them they work.

In fact, communism is a religion in itself. This is what Mao taught:

He said, "The people are God!"—And that's the cardinal principle of communism: Man is his own god—self-worship!

MAO SAID: "THEY SAY WE ARE GODLESS AND HAVE NO GOD, BUT OUR GOD IS YOU THE PEOPLE!" This is the ultimate in the worship of man: That man is god, and that man is worth living for and dying for!

It's just one step from the ultimate truth, almost but lost!

JESUS SAID: "GOD IS LOVE, and the greatest commandment is to love God, and the next is like unto it": It's almost equal—almost the same—"to love your neighbour."

DON'T BE DECEIVED BY A DELUSION AND DON'T ACCEPT A SUBSTITUTE; Demand the real thing, the reality, the genuine, the true Kingdom of God under the King of kings, Jesus Christ our Lord and only Saviour! Settle for nothing short of Eternity! Don't live a lie and die forever! You cannot save yourself and man can never save you!—Only God can save us through Jesus Christ His Son.

**COMMUNISM CANNOT CONQUER DEATH AND THE GRAVE**

Communism cannot give you eternal life and happiness! Communism cannot meet even these most basic of all human needs, these desires for the life, love, liberty and happiness which God alone can give! Don't accept an empty, hollow sham of a counterfeit!—Take Jesus' happiness here and now!—Will you?

---

**The Words That Started The Real Revolution**

Read these and other Letters by Moses David! They'll cause a Revolution in Your life!

Order copies today from the address below nearest you. Please include a donation to cover costs. Thank you! We love you!

Box 188, GPO
Sydney, NSW
Australia 2001
DEMAND THE REAL THING!

Demand the real thing, the reality, the genuine, the true Kingdom of God under the King of Kings, Jesus Christ our Lord and only Saviour! —Moses David

We tried everything we could think of to find truth, happiness and real love for each other and others around us. Beth believed in God and often turned to Him in prayer, but I never really believed. I viewed it as a sign of weakness because I'd never seen anyone actually try to live the Christian ideals. One day, nothing seemed to go right between us. The whole day was like one battle after another. Finally, we were both so hurt and exhausted that we cried out to God and prayed together. I began to get really desperate with God. I claimed His promise for Jesus to come into my heart and asked for guidance and direction in our lives. Two days later, we met the Children of God in a parking lot. We invited them to our home and received a great blessing from God through their testimony, the MO letters and the love of Jesus which they shared with us! We knew immediately that this was God’s answer to our prayer, so we left our old life to seek the Lord’s mission! Now all we want to do is serve Jesus and spread His love to others. —Aaron, Beth and Joshua Freebird.

I became a Christian while in high school, although I come from a Muslim family. After 3 months in college, I quit because I was just fed up with my life. I went to Australia hoping to find something new. One day while walking in a park, I met the Children of God. They were singing happily to people in the park. When I found out they believed in Jesus, I wondered why I wasn’t singing and happy too. A friend of mine joined them and there, but I returned to Malaysia. Two years later, I met the Children of God again, but this time in Malaysia. They shared with me about Jesus and how to live a new life for God! Now I am really free and living a happy, fulfilling life as a Catacomb disciple for Jesus! Every day is getting better since I started serving Jesus! —Love—Hope Never Gives Up

When I was 14, I started thinking seriously about the relationship between God and man. I knew there was a God and I was sincerely searching for the real truth. I became involved with many different groups in my search for the truth of God. Five years ago, I joined a Christian church. Every Sunday, I attended church service, but that just wasn’t enough for me. That same year, I joined several other churches. Some used different Bibles and there was a great deal of rivalry between them. They always criticized each other’s beliefs, so I was rather confused about everything and didn’t know who to believe. I had already accepted Jesus into my heart and just wanted to know more about God and what He has to tell us. Then I met the Children of God. I knew they were really different from the church people I knew and I visited them very often. We had daily time together sharing, reading the word of God and in loving fellowship. I decided to give up my job and my secretarial course to spend all my time spreading the Gospel. I thank God so much for His love and I want to do my part for Him! —Love—Susanna
THE
PEACEMAKERS

"Blessed are the peacemakers: for they shall be called the children of God." Matthew 5:9

For weeks, the Children of God had anticipated the opportunities provided by this event of reaching many from all over the world. We prayed for more laborers to help us since we had sent so many overseas recently. In the 2 weeks preceding the Games, God gave us 10 new disciples—A miraculous answer to prayer!

Amid the thousands upon thousands who flocked to Montreal as participants and spectators, the Children of God were there giving out God's Word daily at the Olympic Site and witnessing nightly with powerful united samples of God's love. As it was on the day of Pentecost, we found multitudes from "every nation under heaven." It was thrilling to see how many had heard of our worldwide family and seen our witness or read the MO letters in their native land. Here is just a sample of the many people who were reached:

While we were performing a "Holy Ghost sample", Hephner noticed a man taking pictures of us. When we were finished, Hephner talked to him and found out that he was from Brazil. After he received a MO letter, he realized that we are the same group as the Children of God in Brazil. He has the record album made by our brothers in Brazil and said he really loves our music! He is a high school teacher and plays the record for his students often.

Fisher and Noel met a BBC reporter from England and shared with him our way of life and message which he taped on his recorder. He hungrily took a MO letter, received Jesus and left glowing with God's love!

It's never too late—as Matthew found out after meeting a 70 year old man from the U.S. After Matthew witnessed and shared the love of God with him, he confessed to Matthew that he didn't think anyone loved him anymore until he met us! He had lost everything and had come to Canada to get away from it all. When he accepted Jesus, he was so happy and said, "I had to come all the way up here to Montreal to get saved!" He eagerly took a packet of MO letters and gave his address so he could receive more MO letters! These are just a few of the many people from all over the world who heard our witness and received copies of the Wonder Working Words!

By the time the Games had ended, we had distributed over 40,000 pieces of literature—mostly "Are You a Good Sport?" by Moses David in both French and English. Hundreds of people opened their hearts to receive Jesus for a revolutionary new life and hundreds more prayed to receive the powerful anointing of God's Holy Spirit! Peace was the theme of the Olympics, but God's purpose for the Olympics was fulfilled as the Children of God brought true peace to the hearts of many through the Prince of Peace—Jesus!

—Hephner Newman

Fisher of Men and a sister sing songs of the Jesus Revolution for Olympic Game spectators!

MONTREAL, CANADA:

After much controversy, political maneuvering, threatened decertification and a boycott by the Arab and African nations, the 1976 Summer Olympic Games nevertheless opened as planned. As thousands of athletes wearing their national costumes and waving their flags marched through cordon of Armed Forces personnel, it was difficult to remind oneself of the original theme and publicized motivation for all of this—peace! Far from being an international forum for athletes of the world to peacefully compete and test their skills, the modern Olympic Games has become a minititleground where individuality is completely lost amid the nationalistic show. The emphasis has completely shifted from personal accomplishment to an exalted opinion of a country.
THE CHILDREN OF GOD AT THE OLYMPICS

The Children of God dance to the tune of the songs of the spirit showing our freedom! photo: Salomon Regard

Giving a "Holy Ghost sample", our brothers sing God's message into the hearts of the people! photo: Chariot Wings

Abraham Sunlight shares God's words for today with some friendly Indians! photo: Jeremy Wood (right: Rebecca)
1. SPORTS ARE THE WORSHIP OF MAN'S BODY; education is the worship of his mind; business is the worship of the works of his hands; and churches and Churchianity are the worship of his spirit, his own spirit, not God or God's Spirit; and war is the ultimate that all of these lead to!

2. WAR IS THE ULTIMATE COMBINATION OF THE WORSHIP OF ALL THESE THINGS, at what man considers his greatest, using the best of all of these!—Man at his best, which is his worst!—WAR! War is the ultimate fulfillment of the competitive spirit: the destruction of others for self-preservation. See how this competitive sports thing has been the final stages of every great civilisation and empire!—The worship of the body!

3. SPORTS GLORIFIES SEX, BUT AT THE SAME TIME BELITTLES IT and pre-
tends to dislike it. In fact, in things like sports, sex is considered a physical weakness and not to be very much indulged in if you want to excel. You can look, but don't touch those pretty girls and sexy-looking men, whether it's swimming or gymnastics or whatever!

4. IN THE OLYMPICS, THE WHOLE THING IS A WORSHIP OF THE FLESH and the worship of man with a competitive spirit of war, the very essence of contention and competition and struggle: warfare, and the perfect preparation for it!

5. DID YOU KNOW THAT THE NICARAGUA-EL SALVADOR WAR, in which 20,000 people were killed, started over a football game? Those games get them so worked up into a frenzy against each other that nothing but a total all-out war can truly satisfy the spirit of it!

6. IN FACT, IN AN ARTICLE IN NEWSWEEK MAGAZINE entitled "The Myths of Sport", a conference of 1800 scientists suggested that sports actually aggravate conflict and aggression, as well as damage bodies!

7. SPORTS IS WAR IS DISGUISE, and the Olympics disguises all this under the totally false and contrary theme song of "peace"! That's their theme!—Isn't that something! So they speak peace while war is in their hearts, and they talk peace while they prepare for war—prepare their bodies for war.

8. AMERICA IS THE GREATEST ADVOCATE ON EARTH OF BOTH SPORTS
GOOD SPORT?

By MOSES DAVID

AND WAR, and therefore the guiltiest of all! All these are an abomination to the Lord: Sports, nationalism, and war!

9. SO WHAT ARE THE CHILDREN OF GOD?--THE CHILDREN OF PEACE and the love of Jesus and the love of the poor and the love of the weak! What have we to do with sports? And what place have we in the Olympics?--other than to cry out in protest against them and against the worship of man and the war games that increase the rich and destroy the poor!--A CURSE be upon them! Let them be accursed by every Child of God! And may God damn those that destroy the earth!--The "good sports" of war!--The wasters of the world!

10. ARE YOU A GOOD SPORT?--The Devil was the first good sport! He brought competition into the Garden of Eden. Cain was the first to exercise his physical prowess in the good sport of killing his fellow man, his own brother. Murder became the world's favorite sport!--So much so that God had to wipe out their little games with a flood!

11. THE GIANT CHAMPION GOLIATH THOUGHT IT GREAT SPORT TO CHALLENGE GOD'S CHILDREN TO KILL HIM, so little David satisfied him with a rock concert that ended his sporting career, and he lost the championship.

12. THE ROMANS THOUGHT IT GREAT SPORT TO MOCK JESUS, and wound up crucifying the Saviour of the poor, the Prince of Peace, who never hurt anybody but the money changers! But that one little episode of beating the businessmen at their own game helped to end his earthly career!

13. GOD HIMSELF IS SOON GOING TO BRING AN END TO THIS WORLD SERIES OF MAN'S FAVORITE SPORT, WAR! With one final knockout blow that will Kay-O His opponents for good, He'll win the title of Universal Champion of Everlasting Peace, ending forever all competition and putting a permanent end to the games of His enemies! He'll create a heaven on earth wherein dwelleth righteousness without contest, and the meek shall inherit the earth. For blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the Kingdom of Heaven.

14. "BLESSED ARE THE PEACEMAKERS, FOR THEY SHALL BE CALLED THE CHILDREN OF GOD"! (Mat. 5:9) "For God hath chosen the weak things of the world to confound the things which are mighty; that no flesh should glory in His presence." (1Cor. 1:27,29)

15. ARE YOU A "GOOD SPORT"? If not, join the peacemakers--The Children of God! Come and see!

A condensation of "Are You a Good Sport?" No. 179A by Moses David.
LATIN AMERICA:

VENEZUELA SHINING

CARACAS, a quick-paced capital of one of South America's leading and fastest-growing countries, Venezuela. From here our family of the Children of God have an equally explosive and expanding work with a vision to reach all of the country's 10 million people! Using music, drama, skits, and personal sharing in the streets, parks, centers, and everywhere you seem to turn, hundreds are witnessed to daily of our new way of life which invites you too, to share with us the Love, Joy, and Peace of God! Top left: Silas, Eve, and Juan singing in the Plaza Candelaria. Our weekly disco shows here have borne such fruit that in one weekend over 250 people prayed with us to receive Jesus! Center left: Elihu, Eva, Almelech and Juan "giving their all" in the "Phoenix", a skit dra-
FOR JESUS

matizing God's answers to the poorer third world nations in today's race of the Superpowers!

BOTTOM CORNER: Elam Newsong, dancing with Sinai during our Sunday "family day" in the park. BOTTOM CENTER

LEFT: Samuel, one of our Venezuelan disciples, says "I love you!" BOTTOM CENTER

RIGHT: One of our greatest testimonies--Our Children! Here River, Rain and Abigail sing on stage at Plaza Candelaria. River is only 5 years old but already knows over 30 songs in Spanish and can play them well on the guitar! CENTER

RIGHT: Juauquin Livingwaters of Arram & Jocebebed. TOP

RIGHT: Mathias sharing God's Love with a beautiful Venezuelan girl. What we're all about--Getting the Words out to a Waiting World!! We Love You!!

The Venezuelan Family!

-Photos by Narcissus Arrow
My name is Patricia, and I was born in Trujillo, Peru. I am the eldest of four children from a rather traditional and wealthy family. I always lived the things as my father always tried to provide the love he never gave me with material things. I was brought up in a hypocritical and frivolous society of empty, superficial people, of which I formed an integral part.

When I was 13 years old, my parents divorced. I was very close to my father, whom I did not see again for six years. That was the time when all my problems began. My mother and brothers were very conservative and narrow-minded and could not conceive of the idea that I was not a typical girl from the typical Peruvian family, dedicated to myself and to the society in which I lived. To them my greatest fault was having a character similar to that of my father who was a very liberal person who didn't care about what other people thought. It was like torture for me to live at home.

Upon finishing my studies I took a job as a secretary and began working constantly from 8 in the morning until 2 the following morning, including Sundays, to avoid going to my house. At that time I began taking stimulants to keep up the pace of work I had set for myself. After a year I lost 33 pounds and was physically and mentally exhausted.

I quit my job and wrote to my father for the funds and traveled for about one year, going from country to country, party to party, really living it up. But none of this satisfied me and I returned to Peru where I continued searching for something more, through drugs, alcohol, etc., until my body could take no more and I entered a hospital gravely ill in a state of unconsciousness for two weeks. I stayed there for about two months.

It was during that time, at the hospital when I saw all those sick and needy people that I realised that true happiness comes from giving and that I was never going to be happy until I learned to give and share with others. I realised that I had never been happy because I always expected to receive; this new sensation of giving and sharing with others was something new for me! I found that when I saw them happy I found myself happy too!

However, when I left the hospital I forgot all about that and I returned to my former life. I went back to work and resumed my former social life. This time even more whole-heartedly.

When I met the family three months ago, I was working with Occidental Petroleum Corporation as Assistant to the Manager of Industrial Relations and I was the Director of the Department of Travel, also in charge of the documentation of all foreigners working for the company here in Peru. It had been difficult, but I was on the point of reaching one of my goals, to become Manager of Industrial Relations. I was in charge of a lot of people holding great responsibilities. I was earning a lot more money than I needed.

Nevertheless, my personal life was still a disaster. I still felt alone and dissatisfied with myself. I had been pretty successful but I was not happy. I was sure there was "something" more, and I found that "something" when I met the Children of God. That smile of happiness, eyes of joy and peace that I had never seen in other people before, surely had to be due to having found the True Meaning of life, and the satisfaction of living with love and making others happy. It was then that I remembered the time I was in the hospital, sharing with others, had been the only time I had ever been truly happy in my life. That was the path I had sought all my life and it was my only way out, and the life I was leading was only going to leave me totally empty. What was I working for? Just for me! For one person, me! When I could just as well use all my energy working for others. I realised that my selfishness had not led me to know happiness but rather complete dissatisfaction and loneliness. I came to the realisation that my life had only been a trampoline to reach this New Life, that everything that had gone before had had to happen so that I could appreciate and accept this New Life as soon as I found it.

There are many battles ahead, but I am sure that I will be victorious, since the Lord this last two months has shown me many times and in many different ways that He is with me and that He will help me to get up when I fall. Jesus has given me the faith to keep going and the hope of a New World.

-Love, Patricia

NEW NATION NEWS
BOLIVIA

LA PAZ, BOLIVIA: For two weeks we were on the radio 10 minutes daily as Señor Raul, who has the largest radio station in all Bolivia, is on a strong anti-drug campaign and had us giving God's answers to the problem. Señor Raul's son is heavily into drugs, the hippy culture and was living in the streets, robbing and begging to get his drugs. After visiting our colony he has since moved back in with his father and continues to see us. His father had previously spent thousands of dollars trying to get his son rehabilitated, to no avail, but now sees a life with Jesus as his son's ultimate answer! The effect our way of life has had on his son has really won Señor Raul's heart and he is now giving us a weekly 20 minute radio program so we can share the message of God's Love to fill the empty hearts of the people here in Bolivia! -Farez

SANTA CRUZ, BOLIVIA: One morning Henry Kissinger arrived here to give a speech. We, all three went to the City Square where he was to appear to give him a special packet of M0 Letters we had prepared for him. The square was packed with people and it seemed impossible to get past the body guards and police to Kissinger to give him our message. Suddenly Joppa Grace was approached by Kissinger's right hand man who asked her if she was with the Children of God and if she wanted to give Mr. Kissinger anything to which she gladly and immediately handed him copies of "The Deluge" by Moses David and the latest "New Nation News". -Benjamin Luz de Amor

COSTA RICA

SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA: Shadrach and I hit the road during the weekend to visit some of the nearby towns. Passing through one town it began to rain heavily and the prospects of witnessing on the streets that day seemed gray as hopes of the rain to let up were low. But after praying for God to turn the tide, we entered a nearby school. After speaking with the director and receiving his permission we began to hit room by room, singing songs and giving testimonies and sharing with them the M0 Letters. After each session we would ask each class if they too, wanted to receive Jesus. To which many gladly did and by the day's end 315 of the children had asked Jesus into their hearts. "God's ways are not ours...and even the darkest clouds have a silver lining!" -Jerico Caleb

NEW BIRTHS!

BOY: Monte, born to Simon and Jael Davidson, 9 July, Mendoza, Argentina.

GIRL: Almond Harvest, born to Shaphat and Bethsaida Muskat, 27 July, Ponce, Puerto Rico.

GIRL: Liberty Butterfly, born to Amram and Jochebed Livingwaters, July 5, Caracas, Venezuela. Their fourth!

GIRL: Michele, born to Obidiah and Sarah, August, Arequipa, Peru.

NEW NATION NEWS
MUSIC OF THE SPIRIT

Our music is the miracle which attracts so many to our Message about the Man—Jesus..... It is indeed a miraculous gift for the healing of many souls and bringing life to many lives and peace to many minds and hearts. What a ministry is music! —Moses David

GUAM: David, Archippus, Cinnamon, and Zechariah sing our lively songs for 1,400 young people at a youth concert!

PADDINGTON, AUSTRALIA: In downtown Brisbane on a Saturday morning, the Brisbane colonies got together and did a "Holy Ghost sample" in the main square with songs and skits! TV newsmen were there to film the sample which was shown to over 2 million viewers on "prime time" TV! There were also newspaper reporters at the square and they wrote articles about us which reached thousands more! All in all, over 3½ million people were reached with the message of God's love and His happy children! —Stephen Rain
Whether living, loving, or eating, let's get back to the simple, natural way God intended things to be! Let's start today by feeding baby only fresh, wholesome, nutritious foods the way God made them! Whenever possible, avoid the over-cooked, over-salted, over-sweetened, over-priced and chemically contaminated commercial baby food. Here are some tips we hope will help you to feed your baby simply and naturally:

**FRUITS:** Ripe apples, pears (not too gritty) and peaches are good for young babies. Wash, peel, and cut up the fruit. Be careful to retain the juice. In a small saucepan add only one or two tablespoons water to the fruit and simmer until tender. Use a tight-fitting lid to avoid evaporation of nutritious liquid. When cool, blend in a blender, juices and all, to the consistency your baby likes. If you have too much juice because you added too much water, strain it and use it in a juice bottle. No need to add sugar or honey as canned products have.---Ripe fruit contains all the natural sugars babies need.

**BANANAS**---No need to cook 'em or blend 'em, just mash with a fork.---Perfect for travelling! Be sure to serve only ripe bananas to baby. The banana should not only be yellow but have small black spots on it as well.

**VEGETABLES:** Use fresh vegetables whenever possible. Frozen are next best. And in most cases, even canned vegetables will do if the others are not readily available. Wash and where applicable peel the vegetable. Steam in as little water as possible until just tender. Do not over-cook or add salt to the cooking water as salt draws out the natural juices which contain the vitamins. Use a tight-fitting lid. When cool, blend in a blender, juices and all, to the consistency your baby likes. Spinach is very laxative for many babies so try your baby out on a small amount of it first to see how he reacts to it. If it is very laxative for him, try mixing it with potato or other green vegetable.

**MEAT:** Lean lamb, liver, white fish and beef are best. Take some from the rest of the family's dinner or cook especially for baby. Saute liver or fish in a small amount of vegetable oil over low heat as these meats cook very quickly. Cut the meat into small pieces, removing fat and grizzle and blend in a blender with juices and a little extra liquid as most meats tend to be dry. If baby still balks at the texture, add a little carrot or potato when blending.

**FOOD STORAGE TIPS**

When making baby food, prepare only enough for two days as fresh food loses flavor and nutrients in the refrigerator. Store it in small jars or food containers with tight-fitting lids.

A handy way to freeze baby food and to keep it sterile is to store it in sterile disposable bottle bags, such as Playtex. You can even
heat up the food right in
the bag. — Especially
good in a nursery situ-
tion where there are
several babies to cook
for and feed; and take
frozen bags of food out
liness-- by the time
you need it, it's normal
temperature and sterile!

Avoid feeding baby out
of the same jar of food
for a second time or
leaving the spoon sitting
in the food. The strong
digestive juices in the
saliva that adheres to
the spoon eventually
contaminate the jar of
food until it is runny
and sour. If baby eats
only half the amount,
divide the portion of
food into two jars.

OTHER FOODS GOOD FOR BABY:

Eggs-- Most experts re-
commend starting baby on
eggs by six months. Raw
egg white can cause aller-
gies, so cook the egg
enough so that the white
is firm, but do not over-
cook as nutrients are
lost and the egg is hard-
er to digest. Soft-
boiling is best, or soft
scrambled if baby prefers
it. When it is impossible
to cook an egg well for
your baby, such as when
travelling, serve only
the raw yolk, in cereal.

YOGURT-- Since yogurt
is the most nutritious
and easily digested form
of milk, it is one of
the first "solids" to
start baby on. Avoid
the over-sweetened and arti-
cially flavored vari-
eties and feed baby only
plain natural yogurt.
Add a little honey or
banana to it. An im-
portant point to remember is
to give baby yogurt made
from whole milk not skim
milk, if possible, be-
cause only in the pres-
ence of fat, absent in
skim milk, can calcium
be absorbed by the body.

WHEAT GERM & BREWER'S
YEAST-- These foods are
the only complete sources
of the B vitamins besides
liver, and wheat germ is
a good source of vitamin
E. Add wheat germ to
baby's cereal, and if he
likes it, substitute it
completely for his cereal
especially if it is the
processed commercial
variety. Brewer's yeast
can be added in small
amounts to each milk
bottle if baby is not
nursed. Increase the
quantity gradually to
one teaspoon per 8-ounce
bottle of milk. Besides
B vitamins, brewer's
yeast is a good natural
source of trace min-
erals and protein and
helps the milk "stick to
the ribs". There are
different varieties of
brewer's yeast (not to
be mistaken for baker's
yeast!). Find a brand
that tastes good.--
Excellent for nursing
mothers too!

FEEDING TIME IS
FELLOWSHIP TIME:

Baby feeding time
should be a time of
fellowship and happiness.
Teach your baby to en-
joy mealtime by helping
him to relax and enjoy
his food by your calm
attitude. Talk to him,
share with him and praise
him for eating well.

Avoid upsetting him or
force-feeding him foods
he does not want. As
much as possible, feed
your baby at the family's
mealtime provided it is
a calm, relaxed and
happy affair. As he gets
older, he will not only
get fed by the food you
put in front of him, but
also spiritually by the
happy fellowship and to-
getherness with the rest
of the family.

What have you learned
about raising your chil-
dren for God? How do
you do it in India,
Indonesia, Nigeria and
other far flung fields?

AND MORE! "Family News" for pub-
lication in the NNN!

Send in your lessons,
classes, tips and pho-
ños on the training,
care and feeding of
God's Children to

NEW NATION NEWS
LATEST WORLDWIDESCORES

WORLDWIDE SCORES TO DATE (SINCE OCTOBER 1971):
WITNESSED TO: 9,147,363,843
LITERATURE DISTRIBUTED: 278,248,056
CONVERTS: 1,165,827
BAPTISMS: 663,908
BETROTHALS: 574
BIRTHS: 915

WORLDWIDE SCORES FOR THE MONTH OF AUG.
WITNESSED TO: 186,533,932
LITERATURE DISTRIBUTED: 5,707,515
CONVERTS: 64,808
BAPTISMS: 37,164
NEW MEMBERS: 573
     LIVE-IN: 187
     CATACOMBS: 386
TOTAL MEMBERS: 6,398
     LIVE-IN: 4,717
     CATACOMBS: 1,681
NEW COLONIES: 86
TOTAL COLONIES: 737
BETROTHALS: 20
BIRTHS: 33

TEN TOP LITNESSERS!—August
1. 7,140—ITALY, Torino Farm—Giobbe Abraham
2. 7,077—U.S.A., Laredo—Tabor Servant
3. 6,493—BRASIL, Santo Amaro—Medad Shepherd
4. 6,255—PHILIPPINES, Angeles City—Fortunatas
5. 6,055—U.S.A., Philadelphia—Tim Bee
6. 6,034—VENEZUELA, Valencia—Isaías 26:3 &
   6,034—VENEZUELA, Valencia—Gozo Diamantes de P.
7. 5,968—JAPAN, Sendai—Jacob Abraham
8. 5,855—U.S.A., New Orleans—Aaron Astral
9. 5,781—JAPAN, Sendai—Tarshish Isles
10. 5,682—FRANCE, Bordeaux—Manoah Love

TOP DISCIPLE WINNERS!—August
LIVE-IN:
5: FRANCE, Chateau Marchastel
4: SWEDEN, Umea—Israel (3)
4: COSTA RICA, Pávás
3: HOLLAND, Rotterdam Harvest
3: AUSTRALIA, Darwin—Nathanael

CATACOMBS:
10: ARGENTINA, Buenos Aires Band I
10: ARGENTINA, Buenos Aires Band II
7: VENEZUELA, Puerto La Cruz
6: NORWAY, Bergen—Jabez
6: PHILIPPINES, Baguio—Shem (3)
5: DENMARK, Mid-Jyland—Joash & Rachel

Compiled by Keros.

NEW NATION NEWS
WHAT THE PEOPLE SAY ABOUT THE WONDER WORKING WORDS...

I was so happy when I got your letter and literature today. It's been really great. I'm learning so much from the Bible and your letters. I'm thinking of you all the time, reading my Bible and praying a lot too. I'm really into what you're all about. I really love you all too and I'm trying to burn bright for Jesus!

Lisa; Australia

I would just like to tell you that ever since I met you all, I know what it is like to love everyone even if they don't understand what is going on in the world. I have asked God to come into my heart and He has because I have been so very happy. I would like to be part of you and if you ever need my help when you walk around the street telling people what God is and that He loves them, please let me know.

Cherrie; Australia

Today I read "Look of Love" and found it most interesting and truthful. It made me glad, most definitely!

Mr. Stork; Australia

It was a real miracle when I got those wonderful MO letters and New Nation News from you. How happy I was! How thankful am I to the New Nation News and MO which are inspiring companions to me. They surely do my spirit good. I read them over and over again. MO's letters give me real insight into the Gospel way of life. The New Nation News and the MO letters make me feel closer to the Lord whenever I read them. My father is no exception. He loves them too. Thank you so much!

Jimmy; Philippines
POEM PAGE .... LOVE IS LEADING THE WAY...

Japan: Gypsy Catacombs Ruth and Eden
photo: Freedom Gypsy

I'd rather be a gypsy free,
Than wear the chains of slavery,
To have God's love burn in my heart,
Than spending my life in endless dark.
I want to see!
I want to feel!
Can't stand those games—
I want what's real!
And if I sometimes act a fool,
Or even break a rule or two,
It's just my way to help you see,
The love that Jesus gave to me,
So you can be a gypsy free!

By Abraham Scribe
Tokyo, Japan

Malaysia: A friend, Gibeah and wife Mercy send a smile from Malaysia! The following poem was written by Mercy's mother!

Thank you Jesus....for blessings from You,
My missionary family stands good and true.
Gibeah and Mercy are well in Your care.
Your teachings of love, with others they share.
Their communal friends are just as good,
When they read their Bible, they do as they should.

Thank you Jesus....for outward cleanliness too.
That's another good point they learned from You.
I know....I know....we all miss them so....
But that's quite alright for a time, I know.
Jude, Angelina and baby will grow up knowing
As a family of Christ, they will be sharing.

Thank you Jesus....for Your love divine....
Place Your arms around these children of mine.
I feel all present....though miles apart.
Blessed assurance is mine....in my heart!
May our Heavenly Father protect us too,
Our darling, beautiful children....we love you!

By Mrs. Kalashian

The Children of God are laboring in the vineyard of the Lord,
Obeying Jesus and Moses the prophet, the Spirit and the Word,
On the highways and the by-ways, in the cities and the towns,
Preaching the gospel of God's salvation the whole world around,
Reaching, meeting and teaching the sheep who have gone astray.
The Children of God are marching—Jesus' love is leading the way!

By Jesse—a truck driver who has been a great help to the Children of God in Indiana, U.S.A.
Love Never Fails!—Because God is Love and He cannot fail! Neither can His Words! So be sure you're reading God's Words of Love. Order yours today from the address nearest you. We love you and God loves you!